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CHAPTER

27
Sport, the Media, and the
Construction of Race

Andrew Grainger
Joshua I. Newman
David L. Andrews
University of Maryland

Race has been one of the most productive, and indeed important, areas of in¬

quiry for those interested in the critical analyses of the relationship between sport
and the mass media (Birrell & McDonald, 2000; Bruce, 2004; Davis & Hams, 1998:
McDonald & Birrell, 1999). Given that, as a major public arena, sport, and mediasport (Wenner, 1998) in particular, is a key site of contemporary corporeal display
and consequently racial signification, this is perhaps hardly surprising. Indeed,
Denzin (1996) argued that mediated sport is perhaps "the most significant feature
(p. 319) of a contemporary racial order in which race is increasingly understoo
through media representation. Its cultural import therefore means that the politics
of racial presence and absence, as played out in the realm of the sport media, have
wider implications for the reproduction and reinforcement of racial hierarchies and
the patterns of identification this may generate. That is, mass-mediated sport is a
site where ideologies of race (and racism) are both constructed and negotiated
and thus acts as an important "signifier for wider questions about identity within
racially demarcated societies" (Carrington, 2001/2002, p. 94). Further, the ce^al
role of mediated sports within the mass-media entertainment complex means that
athletes, and athletes of color in particular, are increasingly important actors in the
construction and reproduction of racial or ethnic identity. How athletes of color are
represented in the sports media, or whether they are even represented at all, and

the power of the sport media "in confirming and reconstructing images that are con¬
gruent with hegemonic discourses about social group relations" (van Sterkenburg
& Knoppers, 2004, p. 302), would thus seem to wholly justify the critical scholarly
attention that the race-media-sport nexus has garnered.

In this chapter, we provide an overview of such research on the construction and
representation of race in sport media texts. Obviously, given the scale, scope—in

subject and academic discipline—and, of course, vibrancy of this literature, our
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summary herein is by no means exhaustive. Our aim instead is to present a critic,

review of what could be termed a representative literature that provides some indirf
t.on of the nature and variety of research examining the intersections of ra^e snn f
and the media. One further caveat is that our focus is primarily on the United State

and m particular. African-American (male) athletes. This is rmany w^ f re
tion of a general research trend; The vast majority of studies of race and e^to
"! sPorts media have focused on African-American athletes, whether because
nlh rnedia COVerage they receive or the limited coverage afforded tn
other athletes of color (see also the earlier review by Davis & Harris 19981 In rW

so we do not wish to deny an expanding literature on^^
Amencan (for example, see Banks, 1993; Davis, 1993; King & SprSood, 2odIa
2001b, King, Staurowsky, Baca, Davis & 9009^ f i r k • 1

Csee Hoose .989; Jam.elon, 2000; &200~SS^
Duncan, &Leggett, 1996), and Asian(-American) (seeSabo, et ai., 199% athletes"';
neeHnnV f 'n'portimt ''",ilribu""ns »' scholars critically analyzing the interconanH "ifCe'SPOrt'and the media in contexts outside the United States Rather

eest thattlf^ ^,Ven ,h<! llm"s of ^e aims of this collection !t is to s^
StPnc the representation of African Americans in the sports media provides an
extensive and important body of research in and of itself.

REPRESENTING RACE: COVERAGE, CONTENT
AND STEREOTYPING
In this chapter, our primary focus is the issue of how athletes of color are

S^ringL ^ i" ,he we concur with

Harrington (2001/2002) in his view that the process of representation should be
and11 aHa .Pr™ary^lte for the construction and constitution of identities collective

S^nt^n^r Th,y "'"If a SeCOndar>'reflMi™ O' Steady Sed
social identities (p. 92), something well reflected in the fact that the vast maioritv
re^nTf 0n^aCe' Sport' and the media has been concerned with matters of rep
resentation and in particular, the continuities and articulations of racial ideologic^
an^ t k the SPOrtS medla- NotabIy' however, many early studies of race

rncoS ~S Were aC,Ua"y COMe™d "ith tL
In particular, several studies have suggested that black athletes have historicallv
been underrepresented in the sports media. For instance, in th^udyS feature
of AWra" APOrtS Lumpkin and Williams (1991) concluded that coverage
also Pond TT? ma athletes was not Proportional to their participation (see
so Condor & Anderson, 1984). Similarly, Francis' (1990) analysis of Sports Illus
trateds coverage of men's Division 1 basketball between 1954 and 1986 found that
arHH 'I/C^easin§ Partic'pation, Eiack players nonetheless 'Vec^ved^arfewer

Harris l^^D r5^1Thl^rUt'l0Ht0 theSPOr, SeeraS ,<> Warra'«- ^ cited &

a^oss gender, ^th^udieTsuch as ^19^^3^(199^—who'noted^only five Afric^f
American women donning the cover of Sports Illustrated during a span of 1 835

women aTrlsTfd'lfLenf8^0 'OUnd 1"nlted 0' AMcan-Ameri'can
iPt ™ , T dlfferent magazines—suggesting African-American women ath

^ the Print media ^ee also Douglas, 2002- Green
' . Slesby'1981- Scraton, 2001). Though feature articles about Black athletes in
magazines and newspapers have undoubtedly increased since thLe analyst w^e
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conducted—arguably as a result of the increasing number of African-American play¬
ers as opposed to a decline in media bias (Davis & Harris, 1998)—nevertheless, it
would still appear that coverage in the print media is still well short of reflecting
elevated rates of Black athletic participation.
Sport on television has been historically been characterized by similar trends o
African-American underrepresentation. Though scholars such as Sabo et al. ( 996)
argued that race is not always a factor in determining the amount of coverage, there
is nonetheless some evidence to suggest that African-American

been underrepresented in the televisual media (Davis & Harris, 1998 Safles 1993
Smith, 1995). For instance, in a study of the National Broadcastmg Corporation s
(NBC) coverage of the 1992 Olympics, Hilliard (as cited in Davis & Harris, 1998)
noted that there were no features on Native Americans or Asian Americans and
found that features on European-American men were more in-depth than featme
on African-American athletes. This could perhaps be reflective of a more general
bias in the televisual media where researchers have shown African American5j0
underrepresented (or nonexistent) in all areas of television programming (Wi
& 'ofcourse^hougMhey may have historically been underrepresented in the tele¬

visual media, undoubtedly African-American athletes ar® "^.^^^^could
media coverage-in newspapers, on television, and m advertising. In fact, it could

even be argued that, as Carrington (2001/2002) suggested, far from being marginal¬
ized African-American athletes are now hyper-visible in the contemporary sport
media Such coverage afforded Black athletes could perhaps be seen as indicative
of an endS discrimination, bias, and racism in the sport media. However it more
likely reflects the African-American dominance of professional sport inAme .
Even if overt racism—by way of exclusion and underreporting—may not be a fea¬

ture of the contemporary sport media, mass-mediated sport is still "^h^ess a
key site for the construction and reinforcement of racist ideologies. Studies of the
sport media have suggested that these ideologies include reproduction of the myt
of natural African-American athletic superiority (Davis, 1990; Denham, Billings &

Halraie^ 2002; Sailes. .993; S,mon,, 2003; Smith. ^O.Wonsek, ^
which by association, both essentializes and naturalizes categories 0 Black and
White (Davis, 1990) as well as relies on the dissemination of stereotypical durnbjock
(Sailes 1993) representations of Black athletes; the demomzation of male Black athte^s by way oftheir articulation to stereotypical associations
males with crime, deviance, and sexual promiscuity (Andrews ,

Carrington, 2001/2002; Cole, 1996; Cole & King, 1998,1999; Kellner ^ Lule, 19,
Maharaj, 1997); and the reinforcement of racial stereotypes relat J
American males through the construction of aracial binary of good Blacks
and typical bad Blacks (Wenner, 1995; see also Andrews, 1996a, l996b,Boyd, 1997b,
2000; McDonald, 1996; McDonald & Andrews, 2001; Shropshire, 2000, Wilson, 7).

STEREOTYPING THE BLACK ATHLETE:
THE SPORTING BLACK BODY AND RACIAL
IDEOLOGIES

m
'm-:

While we elaborate on these ideologies later, it is also important to note how, in
addition to visual and narrative representations which reinforce ^
the sport media further supports racism by portraying the presence and success of
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African-American athletes as evidence of the absence of racism. To some at least
the coverage afforded African-American athletes may seem to symbolize a decline
in, or at least delegitimation of, racism not only in the sports media, but also in
society more generally. That is, the contemporary dominance of certain sports by
African Americans, and Black men in particular, could be used to "reinforce an argu¬
ment that the US is an open society, and that blacks are improving their economic
and social positions" (Wonsek, 1992, p. 457). Given sport's symbolic significance,
images of Black athletic success provide a persuasive counterargument to sugges¬
tions that the American racial meritocracy is a myth. As Cole (1996) argued, images
of Black athletic success, of upward social and economic mobility, are "appealing
because they offer faith in America, in the American system, and the American way
of life" (p. 389; see also Andrews, 1996a, 1996b; Baker, 2000; Goldman & Papson

1998; Maharaj, 1997; McDonald, 1996; McDonald & Andrews, 2001; Robbins 1997Sandeli, 1995).
A number of authors have pointed to the way in which successful AfricanAmerican athletes are framed within varying media discourses as symbolic vali¬
dations of the American dream (Andrews, 1996a, 1996b, 2001; Baker, 2000; Cole &
King, 1998, 1999; Davis & Harris, 1998; Goldman & Papson, 1998; Maharaj, 1997;
McDonald, 1996; McDonald & Andrews, 2001; Robbins, 1997; Sandeli, 1995). For in¬
stance, Andrews (1996a) noted how the popular and promotional signification of
basketball player Michael Jordan, in drawing on and actively mobilizing the dis¬
courses of a New Right neoliberal agenda, implied the continued efficacy of the
rags-to-riches parable that is the American dream (see also Andrews, 1996b). Boyd

(1997b), Cole (1996), Goldman and Papson (1998), McDonald (1996), and McDonald
and Andrews (2001) similarly noted how Jordan's mediated identity alluded to, and
served to reproduce, the myths of American racial democracy. Likewise, McKay
(1995) argued in his analysis of athletic apparel advertising that the commercials
often mythologized notions of individualism and meritocracy, "thereby allowing
white audiences to deny the existence of institutionalized racism both in sport and
American society in general" (Wilson, 1997, p. 178).
Numerous critics have suggested that one area of the media which has been es¬
pecially powerful in regard to reinforcing this myth of American racial meritocracy
has been cinema (Baker, 2000). Basketball films, both fictional and documentary,
have been a particular topic of analysis and critique. For instance. Baker argued that
movies, like most other media presentations of basketball, "avoid careful engage¬
ment with the moral and social complexities that confront working-class African
American men" (p. 230) by instead suggesting that "personal initiative and achieve¬
ment can overcome even the obstacle of racial discrimination" (p. 223). One film
which has come under particular critical scrutiny is the 1994 documentary Hoop

Dreams (see Baker, 2000; Cole, 1996; Cole &King, 1998,1999; Mosher, 1995; Robbins,
1997, Sandeli, 1995; Smith, 1995). Generally, these authors have suggested that
while, superficially at least, the documentary appears to be a critique of both
racial and class boundaries in the United States and the false promise of sport
as a route to wealth and fame for the African-American working classes, it in fact
reinforces the upward mobility myth "that it pretends to disapprove of.... [the
film fails to] take on the real issues of the inner city" (Robbins, 1997, p. 111). As
Sandeli (1995) concluded, "In an increasingly conservative climate, Hoop Dreams
alleviates liberal guilt and reaffirms the belief that minority athletes can succeed at
the American Dream despite an increase in structural and institutional onnression"
(p. 67).

r
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As these analyses suggest, the media frame sport, and the possibility of a pro¬
fessional sports career for African Americans (and African-American male youth
in particular), as an escape from poverty and a means to circumvent the racial

discrimination in many other occupations. Hence, as symbols of the American
dream successful Black athletes (Michael Jordan in particular; see Andrews, 199ba,

1996b,'2001; Dyson, 1993; McDonald, 1996; McDonald & Andrews, 2001) suggest that
African Americans can, and regularly do, achieve both economic success and up¬
ward social mobility. As the authors cited previously allude to, the implication is
that those who do not can be explained by individual moral inferiority as opposed
to structural or systematic racism or racial prejudice (see Andrews, 1996a, 1996b,

Baker 2000; Cole, 1996; Cole & King, 1998, 1999; Davis & Harris, 1998; Goldman
& Papson 1998; Hartmann, 2000; Maharaj, 1997; McDonald, 1996; Robbins, 1997;
Sandell, 1995; Soar, 2001). As Wilson and Sparks (1996) explained, the dominant
message in nonstereotypical representations of Black athletic, social, and economic
success is that the athletes in question "have reached this level of success because
they take advantage of opportunities that poor Blacks do not" (p. 407). In displac¬
ing social and structural factors, and in emphasizing the efforts and achievements
of individual Black athletes, the media imply that poverty is a result of "individ¬
ual shortcoming" (Baker, 2000, p. 227) and "reinforce the view that the failure of
the black underclass is their own" (Wilson, 1997, p. 185). Black athletic success
stories thus falsely suggest sport to be a viable space for African-American social
and economic advancement and provide African-American—and African-American

men in particular—a "stereotypical representational politics that denies and even
disavows the complexities of their cultural situation and the pluralistic nature of
the subject positions they currently inhabit" (Lafrance & Rail, 2001, p. 41). Hence,
although Black athletes often seek "status, respect, empowerment and upward mo¬
bility through athletic careers" (Dworkin & Messner, 1999, pp. 4-5) as a means of
circumventing racial and class barriers, doing so within the venue of sports may
actually reproduce racism and justify a system of racial inequality (Cole, 199b,

Hartmann, 2000; Maharaj, 1997; Sandell, 1995; Smith, 1995).
In a similar fashion to the way in which they may serve to validate the myt
of an American racial meritocracy, successful Black athletes are also often seen
to symbolize American liberal, racial inclusiveness (Andrews, 1996a 1996b, An¬
drews & Cole, 2000; Cole & Andrews, 2001; Crenshaw, 1997; Johnson & Roediger,
1997; McKay, 1995; Uchacz, 1998). Several authors have suggested that, implicitly
at least, the media portray sport as a space devoid of racial discrimination; the
mere presence of African-American athletes is "readily perceived as evidence of
integration" (Douglas, 2002, para. 5.3). For instance, golfer Tiger Woods has o ten been framed within media discourse as the exemplar of a ™e"tocratlc'^1'
ticultural America (Andrews & Cole, 2000; Cole & Andrews, 2001; Uchacz, 1998).
As Andrews and Cole (2000) argued, through various mediated texts, images and
narratives, Woods affirmed the seemingly multicultural nature of late 1990s Amer¬
ica and came to symbolize American liberal, racial inclusiveness (see a so Cole &
Andrews 2001 ¦ Uchacz, 1998). His presence within the elite, and historically racially
segregated, space of golf means that Woods has often been used by the core Amer¬
ican values and ideologies (i.e., those cultural intermediaries operating within the
ratings-driven media and poll-driven centrist politics) as self-evident proof of the
existence of an American color-blind meritocracy (Cole & Andrews, 2001). Simi¬

larly, McKay (1995) and Wonsek (1992) argued that the use of Black celebrity ath¬
letes within contemporary advertising—when the use of African Americans has

||: ;
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h^lorically been avoided by advertising agencies (see Edwards, 1969- Greenbers ^

' f; 1992) could be used by those in the dominant White middlt
classes as means of denying both individual and societal racism
Even .f the increasing presence of African Americans within American popular
commercial cultures was emblematic of an end to discrimination the ubiquity

;rertatl0"S re,nforce dominant and highly racialized stereotypes of the
Black other is indicative of how racism is still prevalent in the mass media These
racial stereotypes are further accentuated by the fact that African Americans are
errepresented in some areas of media programming, such as comedy, music and
course, sport, while they are all but absent in others (see Greenhpr0 ^ Rra a

wifhin^which Af' 1 0f ^limited 0f media genreS and disconrses
within which African Americans, and especially African-American males have been

atWeteTand fh deSCnbed' the dominance of televised elite male sport by Black
^onsek "992 o 04^rePresenftion in the "athletic paradigm of advertisements"
fnn "r, P' ^ PerhaPs most problematic. In particular, the media's

ocus on Black men as athletes," and the disproportionate coverage given to Black
athletic achievement, further obscures "the diversity of everyday successes bj
D evion^meriCan men" (Wenner' 1995' P- 228)- Moreover' and as we alluded to
previously, overrepresentation implies that sport is one of the few potential routes
^ "10 y for African-American youth. As critics such as Edwards (1969

1998: Smitf %9?^t H'th998' w"'" DaViS & HarriS' 1998: Go,dman & Papson,'
aivp Af ¦ a argued, the media and economic successes of Black athletes

JL.f ^"can-American youth a false sense of "the very limited career prospects of
egiate and professional sport" (Wilson & Sparks, 1996, p. 399).

SPORT, THE BLACK ATHLETE, AND THE MYTH
OF NATURAL PHYSICALITY
Arguabiy, the media's portrayal of sport as one of only a limited range of opportumties for social and economic mobility for African-American working class youth
also serves to reinforce the myth of natural Black athleticism. By effaclg sodoeco
in f e7r0nment' cu'tural modeling, communal norms, and iilla?eTectaHons

u» r:ions 'or B,ack athietic s,,ccess',h,i
ggests that African Americans possess innate physiological advantages while
conversely lacking the necessary skills and intelligence to succeed in other occu
pat'onal areas (Bruce, 2004; Davis, 1990; Denham, Billings, & Halone 2002' Murrell

& Curbs, 994; Sailes, 1993; Smith, 1990). The stereotype further impl'lSthafZfe
athletes are "disadvantaged relative to black athletes who are seen as ha^fu
^yS10 ^nn?>aViS & HarriS' 1998' p- 158> Studies such Andrews' (1996a

oS; feS'(I9,93)' a°dSmith's (1995)al,su^.edthat JeTed
elite male sport plays an important part in promoting such "stereotvoical and Hi
v.s,ve, yet common-sense, embodied articnlatlons ofrace and rK ^1™-

mai b^ck nh ' ^ ^ ^"ed .ha.

, tL^se, num^^^
994 SaUes, 1993,-Smith, 1990; Staples SJon^s, 1985);ForL,ree
,ha,•'o While athletes, the perfLancesT, Bk^aZtes 're
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^ Sterkenburg and ^Pf^Ttht medfa to "explain the great number of

SSS^S^g

ceive the greatest media coverage '^por s s commonly associated with

spouses to dominant and white respondents nsf (a naW'a

explosive power" (p. 307). frequently framed in terms of their phys-

o Halone 2002; Eastman & Billings, . American sports commentato
& Haione, B ce(2004) suggested, Nftn Am . ders and hard workers

r i—s «ud to Identify -^^Xlittle retoeuce to bard work or
and reoresent male black players as ^ anaiVsis of print media coverage of

intellect* (p. 861). ^'terbacks similarly found that the P«formance
National by - Wonsek (1992)

S^-ks was attributed «, tbe notion of ^^ ^

argued that such stereotypes also see the media broacicasts (p. 460), a
advertisements which are who found In her exauiination o y^r^^

^;™r:&dw^
" —ed ln terms
01A furUter finding of the stu^y atWbuL^to^eff^rt rathe^th'^^b^
natural athlete stereotype als indeed, a number of studies h

more hardworking than Black j hletes more often 'han those of Blac
that the media depict the efforts of Whi 989. Murrell & Curtis, 1994, Sailes,

athletes (Cole & Andrews, are more hardworlcin^ the
1993; Smith, 1990). In suggesti g ^ at;hletes, implies that black ath

ill

sport media devalues thletic skill as being biological Y-fse ^

m

¦ yi

type - —worted,y

ate physical advantages also implies that Black athletes lack discinlinP ^
plication, something further reinforced by the wav in wh rh d apis often attributed to the guidance or sldli nf a u ath,etlc success

ure (see Andrews 1996b: RobWns 19m Thus 0r, e aUth0ri,y fiSmay be dominated by Black players ^hese ima»« ™"y el"e televised sports

.he overwhelming predomlnSo/ wMtTZ ^
to reassnre the TOte maiom^ e' bU," may 3150 SerTC
(Wonsek, 1992, p, 454; s^ aUo ™om« 199^ " n0t rea"y being ,hreate™d-

CRIME, DRUGS, AND (SEXUAL) DEVIANCE- THF

^tZV""0" 0"L'CK s'»™"

elated with African Americans and aih, a raciahzed discourses assoAs Andrews (]99(ib 1 amned thp mencan masculinity In particular.

commonly reflecL and So'e^hr8®8"0" 01 BlaCk athletes ^
males as deviant umuly v o em t H"1"6 8<ineral POrtrayal 01 ^an-Amencan

"threats to sodety'^ln popiTlm cinema tel(>v| IC~r?r " he ®eMra"y
(see also Boyd 1997a 1997b- Stanlo n' ature'and the print media

contended thatVeprlL'S^Ste famSa S d^ C1995)
forms of deviance among Black male athlPt^c ¦ g USage' and 0ther

volume, as well as Cole, 1996; Wilson & Sparks °99® Leonard. nbap. 31. this

gambling, and criminality (see also AndrewrS^TQafiK rPliayerS W"h ',rugsShropshire 2000,) As Cole and An<H ' 1996b; Cole & Denny, 1995;

1980s the medlaLn of fte NBA^-tTr the late ,970s
African-American masculinity ReflectineMie " 0mina"t and res'dnal discourses of

Rigbt^ the NBA was seer^as too ^ack and too dmg Infeste'd t^appeaU^1110^311

sTop^SfTK^

undoubtedly helped make the NBA oTfhp1'0 . .a^I5:hael Jordanand Magic Johnson

theWhltemfddle d^consulr rt a a ^ ear,y 1990s accessible to

& Andrews, 19% cllZTyaSS B^dTin ^ 199GHb;2WW^ >9™:Cole
promotion of the Black NBA basketball placer <.ll : Ul!,'™ ,h''1,1,5 <,OM'e,nPOrary
of deviance, violence, and laziness,
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1- a ..rhan sncietv or what he terms nigga

orry!T~:pco^epL^^^
seen as the explanation for ^P^ of Afncan-Amerlcan
deviance of African-American athle . PP j athietes is often linked to

culture more generally, the ^f^ency, drugs, and erime (Cole
stereotypes of single-parent families, wel P ^ Hartmann, 2000; Mahara),
1996; Cole & King, 1998, 1999; Coklman&Pp ^ - wh.ch A{rican.

Z;Robbins. J997), This is Iconrses and narratives of
American male athletes are c0,™°n^ i997ai 1997b; Cole, 1996; Cole & King,
threatening urban Black mascu y ' 1997. Robbins, 1997; Shropshire,
1998, 1999; Goldman & Papf°"' 19For':nstance m his analysis of media construc-

2000; Walton, 2001; Wils°nJ ^ f^^adian basketball, Wilson (1997) fonnd that
tions of African-American stereotyped African-Americans as criminal,

"both print and electronic portraya y ,, and that> "although explicit refarrogant, unruly, ^fre were powerful, subtle associations with the
erences to race were not and ^rjcan-American basketball playinner-city, gangs and cri"J® ^ k ,-a? ("1997^ similarly noted the discursive link, in

lessnessa^rCTtaUrrespons^b|hty^rid^i^euiation'^(Pparticularly

mon narrative, the iqq6. Cole &King, 1998, 1999; Goldman &Pap(Andrews, 1996a, 1996b, 200 , o e, , ^ sport-crime binary, sport
son, 1998; McDonald, 1996; youth with direction and puris positioned as providing poor Afric bl citizens" (Goldman & Papson, 1998
pose, "while socializing them into 0\ten presented in terms of
p. 111). As Cole (1996, p.371) argued, B1ackyouths within an oppositional
a mediated discourse which Pos^°nS a99I the media promote two com"sport/gang dyad." According to Cole and King (1999).^ by following the
mon tropes of Black culture in men • . lack family leading to the wrong path

right path (sport) or alternative y,^^^ ^ Coie & King i998). Such stereo(gangs and drugs) (Cole & King, . experience in sport, and society
types not only offer limlted yjS1°^e0associations with violence and criminalitymore broadly—and especially , ideology which pathologizes Black combut further serve to reproduce a neo svstemic inequality (Andrews, 1996a,
munities while failing to add.reSS,S9g8 Hartmann, 2000; Maharaj, 1997, Rob-

1996b; Cole, 1996; Cole & King, 1998 ' dyad) its corresponding
bins, 1997; Sandell, 1995). In Particu j . not only inscribe racialized cnmisomatic reterritorialization, and i s ex , f,mHamental Categories embedded in
nal and threatening masculinity an ^ a 1 punishment, and revenge directed at

'America,' but produce desires Pf ^ 3n).
African American inner city yout ( o e, ' , iinked to deviance, violence,

anSXCylndS^
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the notion that African-American sports figures are more likely to be engaged in
crime than White sports figures. Just as African Americans are overrepresented in
the reporting of crime in the general media, Berry and Smith (2000) instead sug¬
gested that the associations between race, sport, and crime are misrepresented in
the sports media. In comparing the disproportionate coverage of the crimes of Black
professional athletes to the overrepresentation of African Americans in media re¬
porting of crime in general, their findings suggest that the attribution of criminal ac¬
tivity to African-American athletes mirrors that of young Black men more generally

A further finding of the research by Berry and Smith (2000) was that, of the crimes
involving Black athletes reported by the media, the majority were related to either
assault and battery or drugs and alcohol. Although this is certainly something sup¬
ported by other research (Donohew, Helm, &Haas, 1989; Messner&Solomon, 1993;
Walton, 2001), public associations of African-American athletes with either assault
and drugs have also been reinforced by high-profile criminal trials such as those
of boxers Sugar Ray Leonard (see Messner & Solomon, 1993) and Mike Tyson (see

Carrington, 2001/2002; Lule, 1995; Sloop, 1997) and football player O. J. Simpson
(see Barak, 1996; Crenshaw, 1997; Johnson & Roediger, 1997). The media discourse
surrounding these trials was largely characterized by the use of stereotypical as¬
sociations of drug use, violence, and sexual abuse to Black athletes and Black
masculinity. For instance, in their critical examination of the newspaper coverage
surrounding the 1990 divorce trial of Sugar Ray Leonard—during which Leonard
admitted to using drugs in the three years following his retirement from boxing and
to physically abusing his spouse—Messner and Solomon (1993, p. 119) argue that
the press formulated their discourse around the "jock-on-drugs" theme which al¬
ready dominated sports media coverage of Black athletes. Carrington (2001/2002),

Lule (1995), Sloop (1997), and Walton (2001) also examined the ways in which the
media frame assault and domestic violence among Black athletes. These studies
have suggested that the Black (male) body is a significant site through which no¬
tions of athleticism and animalism provide the discursive boundaries within which
Black subjecthood is framed. In particular, Carrington (2001/2002) contended that
the sports media "have played a central role in biologising black performance via
their constant use of animalistic similes to describe black athletes" (p. 94; see also
Jackson's [1998] analysis of the media coverage of Canadian sprinter Ben Johnson).
An example is the media coverage of the 1992 rape trial of former heavyweight box¬
ing champion Mike Tyson, in which Tyson's Blackness often served to position him
as a violent, sexual predator (see Carrington, 2001/2002; Lule, 1995; Sloop, 1997).
As Sloop (1997) contended, throughout the trial, the media constructed a racialized discourse of Tyson which framed him as a "man-beast-machine," something
which "worked to position him as likely to be guilty of rape" (p. 102). Similarly, in
his examination of the newspaper coverage of the trial, Lule (1995) found that the
media mobilized two common stereotypical tropes of African Americans: the "ani¬
mal savage" stereotype and the "hapless victim" stereotype (Lule, 1995, p. 177). He
suggested that the news coverage during a nine-month span immediately follow¬
ing the launch of a police investigation against Tyson often reinforced pervasive
notions of the violent, athletic Black body (Lule, 1995).
As the Tyson case attests, crime, violence, and the Black male athlete are also
often connected to sexuality in media discourse. As Rowe, McKay, and Miller (2000)
contended, the mediated image of "the black male sporting body, like that of the
black male pop star, is a heavily sexualized one" (p. 259). Carrington (2001/2002) ar¬
gued that questions of race and racism "have from the outset inherently connected
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wlth wider issues concerning the
further suggested that histonca co representation ot blackness
sexuality continue to exercise ^ hegemon.c role m the^ p in that it

(Carrington, 2001/2002, P; 91> o{ Black masculinity, and particularly
reflects many of the traditional . ,t As further example, in her analysis

players" (p. 307). ,pr Farvin "Magic" Johnson is also illustrative of the

The case of basketbal player ^ " ^ may intersect. Studies by both
way in which race, semahtl'*nd™,ac>'S) for instance, argued that that Johnson s
Cole and Denny (1995) an ing ^ „' ositive undermined his status as an emannouncement in 1991 that he w P deolo a hard bodied, disciplined,
bodiment of 1990s American New Ri^htra ^ johnson was discUrS1vely
racially understated African Amen _ aDnropriated and reinforced a range of
situated within a media & Andrews, 1996; Cole & Denny,
stereotypes about Black images of African American men

1995; King. 1993). McDonald (1996)^s have historically reproduced and
and particularly African American male associate African Americans with nareinforced "racist and sexlS\^eanid oticism" (p. 345). and. similarly, the media
ture. animality. hypersensuality, a „ eived Sexual excesses of black mas-

positioned Johnson as confirmation o ^P^ the cases o{ Tyson and Johnson are
culinity" (Carrington. content\on that sport, and mediated sport
testament to Carrington s (2001/2 ) in which colonial myths about
in particular, has been perhaps ^ y ^ expressed.
Black sexuality and power have been most y

SPORT, THE BLACKj^^L\ERAN^CENDENCE
IMPOSSIBILITY OF RACIAL TRANSv-tix

Studies of race in the sports media ^re^e latelyleviance. sexual

PJrogit a^'d disrespectful. F-the. as^W ^ co th
ally been little coverage given to Af counternarratives are often neglected
stereotypical norms of Black cultu . p.. in some instances, however,

in favor of commonplace discourses of B1^ e themselves from these stereoAfrican-American athletes have been able to « ^ whitei appeal perh
types and subsequently achieve w Michael Jordan who. in contrast to
the most famous exampfe is basketba p y trayed throughout much of
traditional stereotypes of the * ned Andrews. 2001; McDonald. 1996
his career as hardworking and disc p ^ lar and sporting media, Jordan s
McDonald & Andrews, 2001) ,I" ° e racial signifiers which dominated popular
imaged identity was distanced fro Thiswas because corporate image mak-

representations of African-American m^^ they ld not
ers recognized that, if he was o threatening expressions of Black cu "
afford to explicitly associate imwi^^ 2001. McDonald, 1996; McDona
and experience (see Ana .
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Andrews, 2001). As Baker (2000) contended, this "narrative conflict" was charac
tenzed by an 'exceptional/pathological, Michael Jordan/gansta character qualitv
that dominates media representation of black basketball in particular and African
Americans in general" (2003, p. 38). In advertisements for sponsors such as Nike
and in televised coverage of the NBA, Jordan was promoted as the atypical AfricanAmerican male, stripping him of his Blackness and the negative signifiers of AfricanAmerican otherness (Andrews, 1996a, 1996b). As Andrews (1996a, 1996b) arsued
Jordan s popular appeal was predicated upon the downplaying of his race or racial
Otherness, achieved primarily through counterposing his mediated image against
the more traditional signifiers of Black masculinity (sexual promiscuity, crime, vio¬
lence); thus, the "phenomenal—and radically a/yp/ca/—success" of Jordan "as an
enormously wealthy, black basketball star and media celebrity" can be attributed
2001 ^the SUCCeSsful Preclusion of these particular associations" (Soar,
Comparable examples of this downplaying of race are Nike's recent advertise¬
ments for golfer Tiger Woods and the reimaging of the NBA in the 1980s discussed
in brief previously (see also Houck, chap. 28, this volume). In the case of Woods
Andrews and Cole (2000) noted how Nike attempted to promote a more inclusive'
T thr®aten,ng verf on of Woods' "otherness" after early commercial failings in
MOW rhJ iQQa. ^mericanize" (P- US) him (see also Cole & Andrews,
2001, Uchacz, 1998). In a similar fashion, Cole and Andrews (1996) suggested that
the reimaging of the NBA in the 1990s was characterized by marketing campaigns
which provided more accommodating images of African-American athletes and promoted moreacceptable racially understated representations of Black America (see
also Cole & Denny, 1995; Shropshire, 2000). Notably, Jordan in particular played a
crucial role in making the NBA accessible to the White American populace who
had previously been turned off, and turned away, by the game's overtly Black'iden-

Shro^wfe^OoSr ^ ^ & AndreWS' & 1995;
Argua£bly. athletes such as Jordan and Woods are indicative of the way in which
h gracious enough to accept, even adulate, African
mfih n lim a0^ J67 ' n0t exPIicitly assert their Blackness" (Andrews,
1996b, p^ 140). As Shropshire (2000) concurred, "those Black performers who have
been w'dely accepted project images that are raceless, colorless, and apolitical"
(p. 83). A number of scholars have noted how, in order to garner popular appeal
people of color are encouraged to abdicate their racial or ethnic identities and be
seen to assimilate into the practices, values, and ideologies of mainstream white
A^^'onm U71996b; Johnson & Roediger; 1997; McDonald, 1996; Mc¬
Donald & Andrews, 2001; Wenner, 1995; Wilson, 1997). Hence, even though African-

culturresnBtrktethr?y beia^Cepted within contemporary popular and commercial
cultures. Black athletic celebrities are often framed within visual and narrative disrpUaTnnW 1 gly U^0nnected to race or are race "neutral" (Goldman
& Papson, 1998). A celebrity athlete-so long as he had a personality, or appeared
to have a personality—proved to be a commodity that seemed unconnected to
race as a category' (p. 100). Thus, as Johnson and Roediger (1997) contended the
nonthreatening rearticulation of the Black other is perhaps a better reflection o'a
seemingly progressive marketplace rather than an actual progressive politics
Furthermore, these atypical African-American celebrities may actually exem-

Afrkan Ame 06 TVa ^ dominant racial meanings associated with typical
African-American males (Andrews, 1996a, 1996b). Black athletes such as Tyson,
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and even other Blackbasketballpla^ "more often
and Dennis Rodman (see Dunbar, 2^. more disciplined images and cultural
than not, situated contentiously in relat'on ^ Iordan or WoodS^

»onto the bodies of ^
^eover, in tbe popular media, the
Jordan and Woods is oftennegoUated^ o{ Jordan,s gambiing threatened

Andrews C1996b) suggested that media J h. al to white mainstream
fo undermine his race-neutral - Roediger (1997), and Wenner
audiences. Similarly, Crenshaw C1997)-J° -perhaps America's most raceless
a995) suggested 0. J. Simpson was once J3 {colorbiindness" (Crenshaw,
black man ¦ ¦ thetriumph Simpson was corporate
1997, p. 102; see also Barak, 1996) image a "valuable commod.ty
America's Black ideal, his seemingly middle classes. Yet, both
(Johnson &Roediger, 1997, p^ coverage served to reinduring and following his 1994 dou^ness. Although the Simpson case was ongiscribe and rearticulate Simpson B1 tructure of "colorblindness" (Crenshaw,
nally framed within the "liberal" nar o{ accountability, criminal1997, p. 98), it was replaced by.polar ^nuence of an unjustified departure from
ity, and victimization; "the nefariouscon institutional power, racially divergent
colorblindness reduce[d] complex issues of ^ and a host of other issues
subiectivities, lolersections ol "^rensha*1997; see also Barak, 1996; Wenner,
all onto one flattened plane ol race (Crenshaw,

r^a=^SSiiSiS3^
more recently there has been a c me(iia marketing. It would seem t a
body in particular, within even ma^tre* valent within today's cultural economy,
plicit representations of race are appropriated as a means to sell to '

and racial difference has be®"'""p /Lton 2001/2002; Goldman &Papson 1998,
ular markets (Boyd, ^997a' . narticularly true of the corporate and coin
Maharaj, 1997; Sandell, 1995). Thlj 1 P tindustriai, inner city, something which
mercial appropriation of imag®S ° ith the stereotypes of what Maharaj (1997) rehas traditionaUy been associated crimei povertyi weifare
ferred to as "urban blackness CPr ^CoPle & King, 1998, 1999). Severa audependency, and drugs (see also Cole , specifically the culture of Black
thors have suggested that stree cu ^omrnercial media as a means of denoting
urban male youth, is often used y whit;e middle class consumers (Cole, 19 ,
an authentic Blackness that appeals s ndell 1995). As Goldman and Papson

Goldman & Papson, 1998; Maha;^el9r9Ja4"ship between race and class in Nike

' i S^^S-sSA-oke, Images 0, poverty and Inner city cb.ldre
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m order to turn them into the currency of legitimacy" (p. 116). Likewise Ma

(1997) argued that in the mid-1990s advertisers (most notably Nike)
to distance themselves from the purported overcommercialization of profession i
basketball—and, more specifically, spectator's and consumer's resentment of

ponentially increasing players' salaries—through commercials which appealed to
the purity' of the game's 'roots' as an urban community practice" (p. 104). Thus
the postindustrial city was made economically productive "through its symbolin
representation as the locus of racial and sexual difference" (Maharaj 1997 n imsee also Cole, 1996; Cole & King, 1998, 1999). ' ' '
Arguably, this selling of the most strident forms of African American discourse"
(Boyd; 1997, p. 140) is indicative of the way in which "difference" has become neraps the commodity" (Maharaj, 1997, p. 101) in postmodern consumer culture
For instance, Maharaj (1997) suggested that attempts to commodity the connec¬
tion between the street (and the popular racial signifiers encoded therein) and
Biack sport culture reflects the prevailing late capitalist logic of consumption of

and through, difference (Maharaj, 1997). Similarly, Carrington (2001/2002) and Bovd
(1997a, 1997b) both argued that strident Blackness has been an increasingly val¬
ued marker of difference and cultural hipness, particularly among young White
middle-dass consumers (see also Maharaj, 1997; Sandell, 1995). Thus, as Bovd
(1997b) contended, "no longer off limits, all forms of Black popular culture are
fair game for representation within the massive circuit of entertainment" (p 140)
He cited Charles Barkley as an illustration of an African-American athlete who is
both demomzed and capitalized upon through his recurring Blackness, something
apparent in the way in which Nike's presentation of Barkley's Blackness is pack¬
aged under the guise of rebellion and sold to mass audiences as authentic nieea
(see Boyd, 1997b) culture (see also Boyd, 1997a). The media, and advertising in
haS therefore reduced difference to a cultural commodity (see Sandell
1995) and valorized "a particular, mediated notion of urban blackness" (Soar, 2001,'
p. 51), which connects non-Black, suburban youth to only "the most desirable as-

pects of urban black male experience and physicality—all from a safe and sanitized
distance" (Soar, 2001, p. 53).
As Soar alluded, this contemporary "commodification of blackness" is problem¬
atic in that, ''through it, black bodies function as racialised symbols of cultural
ifference, without of course challenging the unequal power relationships that
structure this consumption" (Carrington, 2001/2002, pp. 108-109; see also Goldman
& Papson, 1998; Sandell, 1995). The fact that otherness is being produced for con¬
sumption also means that difference is required to be rendered both acceptable
and understandable to mainstream audiences. Within corporate capitalism, "differ¬
ences based on cultural and social identities are often acceptable only as lone as
they either assimilate into mainstream culture or remain at a safe distance where
iqcX Cant-T? "fsumed as an alternative or exotic cultural experience" (Sandell,
lyyb, p. 57). Therefore, the commodification of the Black athletic body, and the
commercial appropriation and exploitation of Blackness as a means of market differentiafon more generally, certainly has implications for the oppositional potential
of both multicultural and Black politics. As Sandell (1995) argued, "much of the polit'cal import of the critical multicultural agenda" has been undermined by the waV in
which hegemonic capitalism" has reduced "difference" and "marginality" "to com-

betb^ght aind sold in the marketplace" (p. 57). Likewise, Carrington
( 001/2002) noted how, despite the "hyper-visibility of blacks within media culture "
ere has been no concomitant developments within the public sphere of black
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political mobilisation" (p. 104) Th°ughBlackness as
investments in Blackness, this may actually
emblematic of racial progress andte ic conditions faced by many

serve to obscure the real social, Polltlcf f"^^Xrai 1997; Sandell, 1995). CarAfncan that the sp^tacle of the Black athletic

bodyhas "simultaneously diminished ^ ^^acramieteTe^^^^^ rpolitics
appears that we have moved from a posujon of ^^X ^dies^of individual
of social transformation to politics itsel f niericanness is defined though bod-

athletes" (pp. 104-106). ^easlf ^ Blackies engaged in characteristic ac 'J' j. inSpired reflection of difference proness has increasingly become a com y diences which expresses no

duced for Z context and logics of capitalism
real oppositional politics. It seems i nn -bilities of sport as a transformathere has been an "emptying out both p „ (Carrington, 2001/2002, pp.
tive sphere, and of black culture as a site of resistance ^ar g
118—119). onH in nartirular mediated sport, does not

This is not to suggest that sport, a P stereotypes and of racism
provide a potential space for the cha e | J . certain groups of people have
more generally. Indeed, as Messn ( ) s symbolically) the domination
been able to "use sport as a means ^ an institution through
imposed upon them, and thus spo contested" (p. 13). However, while

which domination is not only imPosed^U^^^fcriticisms of prejudicial treatthe sport media have ^mpted to ^ and
ment of blacks"-something evident in the p y ^ ^ p i3; see
negative evaluations with referen cahn & lansen 1994)—as we have argued
also Bruce, 2004; Messner & Sed African-American
in this chapter, the increasing vi y ative o{ a reduction of racism m the
athletes should not necessarily be seen decline in overt forms of racism

lazy, lacking discipline, deviant, or naturally athleti .

CONCLUSION: THE CRITICAL ANALYSIS
OF MARGINALITY IN THE SPORT MEDIA
Given that these stereotypical, simplistiC C^n^ of dominant norms
ages of blackness are anaiysis of .he dfseurand codes" (Lafrance & Rail, 2001. the mediated Black athletic body, is
sive boundaries of Blackness, as su§g . "operate to sustain specific power
therefore required As eoltures" (Carrlngton,
relationships between group meanings embedded within cultural
2001/2002), there is a need to trace themselves as resources or sites for

r—o=

or r^id b^consumers'A^Davls'and Harris (1998) argued, "it Is important to move
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readings of sport media texts anH hr,, ^ categories bring to their

(p. 168).different
Sport media
texts
should
beto
seenlTskes
of neMt"^8
ShfPe
meaning"
"which
social
groups
use
creatP anH
" g ,ia and
contestation
relations of power" (van Sterkenburg & Knoppers^OM nSOCial
ence research is necessarv for iinH^ 4. j- . ' 1 P ^^3'an(l thus "audi

rTreCr^:^
the vast majority of work on race soon anrtth ^ ,perhaps s"Sgest, currently,

encoding of meanings andthe^olitks^jf 13 ^ on the encoded and
extent to which audiences nartimlA i th tatlon wjtli'n the sport media. The

"reiect, negotiate „r ma" be ^ of specific ethnic groups!
received relatively little attentinn fm u ammg hegemonic discourses has

2004, p. 305; see also Wilson, 1997; WilsoTl
include Wilson and Sparks' 0996) studv nf thP i t exceptions

cials by both Black and WhiteTo^ 0f aPParel commer2000) and Bierman's (1990) similar studTeTnf m' T u*' Armstrong's (1999,

ther ethnographic studies of this sorl rp.-l ^q^"1 textual analysis with fur-

'^^Wllson&Sparfo IMS) As v™s'Smy' 1994; Wilson,
needed in order to discern how differpnt h- argue ' recePtion studies are also

and sport, and which gmops shol S . fT8 <:0nSUme messa8es abc»" «ce

kind of research (beyShe S derlved
producers)" (p 186) OUn 3 issues raised with the media

rrc:%c«rrduirsre7'th biX
suggest that the^ptts m^aTy^rlt^ 0" ta,S" ^ 864^
lo address issues of race and racism (see Messner & Sab^ i^rsahos'!irted

s^rz^SgTh^

m the production of sport media texts" (Bruce 2004"n A ? 0f thOSe mvolved

we "need a better understanding of the cuItu^Hnt^' ^ (200^ arguedship to the Text" (p 47) and thprpfnrp f tK ntermediaries and their relation-

complement both textual and audiences'aLTCeTSft11168,0'Pr0<illCti0n Wh'Ch
race, and the media. nalyses of the intersections of sport,

^ oTS^eESsZ^med 3 ^ deal 0' —"
men- (Douglas, 2002, para. .,6; see also Scrafo^OO^S
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concurred, "Research on racial/ethnic exclusion of
cused on the portrayal of African- men ^ ^ exceptions include studies such
other racial/ethnic categories (p. 16 > Rodriguez (2002), and
as those by Hoose (1989), of Latino/a-Americans in the
Sabo et al. (1996) that have exammed ^996) examining the coverage of Asiansnort media; research such as by Sabo etaLl ^ sentation of Native-American
American athletes; and studies exammi g ots {or example, Banks, 1993;
athletes and the issue of Native-Amen et al > 2002). The fact that these

Davis, 1993; King & ^Pri^gwood-^OOla^MOlb^H g^ t^ose Concerned with the Blacl
studies are so relatively few, especia y additional research which examine.

^ athlete, suggests that there .s a "-fj" part,calarly. o^er eth
the ways in which other marginal . Latino/a-Amencans, and Asian

^exduded by the raa'°Stream
Amencdiis^

r

t-tcxr\t\f*Y

sports media. examine "the intersection of race and gen

Further, there is also a need to exa ^ Douglas (2002, para. 1.6; see also
(Douglas, 2002, para, Scraton, 2001) noted, "the sport literature

Green, 1993; Oglesby, 1981; Smithy are subjects of study," wh;le' moJe
contains few analyses in which Blac interConnectedness of race, class, sex-

broadly, there have been few stu i there is a need for research examining
uality, and gender in the spOTt med1^ and'sexuality„ that {rames women of color
the "racialized construction of ge women as the hegemonic standard
as the "Other" "in order to remforce w notion of White atWetes as

(Douglas, 2002. para. 3-1-se^f
the hegemonic standard should a . th anaiysis of race and sport in the
more |enerally. as there has to ^ose perceived to be raced
sport media to "address race as i i eystudies such as Altimore's (1999),Kuszs
subjects" (Douglas, 2002, para. ^ ¦ Hvlton's (2002) recognized how part of

SShSSS— raoa, Cscourse (Doug.as, 2«02, para. S t).
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